The Advance of the Spirit:
Deep Coaching for Deep Awakening of True Human Potential
Marilyn Atkinson, April 1-4, 2016

Aston Hotel, Kuta, Bali

In this program you will begin to hear the orchestra of your values and your inner
purpose as a clear call to awakening. This is a program for you to take inner self
discovery to a whole new level. The program leads to profound new awareness
of your purpose and aims. And it comes entirely from your own wellspring of inner
learning. Keep updating your skills and earn 25 CCEUs. (12 of which are ICF Core
Competencies).
There are levels of awareness that we can bring to our inner questions and answers
and the program will allow you to discover many more levels of awareness that will
now become available ever after. More and more people have discovered the profound
inquiry they can make in four separate but simple integrity areas where they discover
their own best means for connecting with inner guidance.
Four of the many lessons you will learn in this course are:
• The four powerful Alignment processes.
• Focusing on Values to connect to your inner truth.
• Exploring the inner journey as a healing passageway.
• Gain the tools of the spirit that provide a genuine gift to humanity’s future.
To Register for Advance of the Spirit, visit WorldGame.erickson.edu

Marilyn Atkinson, PhD.
Dr. Marilyn Atkinson, founder of Erickson College, is an originator of the
Solution-Focused and Outcome-Oriented Coaching models used for
The Art and Science of Coaching. She has actively contributed to the
emergence and expansion of Solution-Focused approaches to counseling
and coaching, to NLP, and to the development of multiple coaching tools
and approaches used world-wide.
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Join us as we create The Tipping Point together!

